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Excitement for Media and Games

• Over 70% of youth ages 8-18 passively watch over two hours of TV 
per day [1]

• The ten highest grossing films in the U.S. featured computer-
generated imagery (CGI) [2]

• Can we harness this excitement for movie effects to actively engage 
students in math and computing?

[1] THE COMMON SENSE CENSUS: MEDIA USE BY TWEENS AND TEENS. 2015.  Retrieved June 25, 2019 from 
https://www.commonsensemedia.org/sites/default/files/uploads/research/census_researchreport.pdf

[2] Kaufman, Debra. 2019. Global VFX: State of the Industry 2019. (April 2019). Retrieved June 25, 2019 from http://vfxvoice.com/global-vfx-state-of-the-industry-2019

Image credit – Ultimate Spiderman wireframe by Romegar retrieved from https://www.deviantart.com/romegar/art/Ultimate-Spiderman-Wireframe-520072616



Why is Math Important?
• Proficiency in math has been shown to predict success in computing [1, 2]

• Introductory math courses are the major obstacle keeping students from pursuing STEM majors [3] 

[1] John Konvalina, Stanley A. Wileman, and Larry J. Stephens. 1983. Math proficiency: a key to success for computer science students. 

Communications of the ACM 26, 5 (May 1983), 377-382. 

[2] Lewis, Colleen M. and Niral Shah. 2012. Building upon and enriching grade four mathematics standards with programming curriculum. 
In Proceedings of the 43rd ACM technical symposium on Computer Science Education (SIGCSE '12). ACM, New York, NY, USA, 57-62. 

[3] 2012 report from the President’s Council of Advisors on Science and Technology

[4] NAEP Mathematics Assessment https://www.nationsreportcard.gov/highlights/mathematics/2019/

National Assessment of Educational Progress (NAEP) Math Report Card * 250 is proficient [4]



Related Works: Intro Coding & Animation

Storytelling ALICE / Looking Glass (Kelleher 2007)

Introductory coding 
environments that feature 
animation largely hide the 
math behind 2D and 3D 
animation effects.



Art Tools: Maya/Unity – Complex, Lots of Math Jargon

Autodesk Maya – 3D animation tool
Unity Game Engine – 3D game development tool



Opportunity to Bridge the Gap
Learners have few options that 
span the gap between ALICE 
and Maya to make clear the 
role of math in creating the 
effects in movie and games.

Storytelling ALICE / Looking Glass (Kelleher 2007)

Autodesk Maya – Pro 3D animation tool

?



Developing the Curriculum

Selected computer animation topics that could be explained from 
Common Core / South Carolina state K-8 math standards.

Teach using CS Unplugged and JavaScript code.

CofC undergraduate Katie Chea contributed to the background 
research on math standards and teaching approaches, design of 
the CS Unplugged activities, survey questionnaires, and writing the 
human-subject IRB application.



Selecting Topics

• Criteria for Selecting Topics

–Significance to the field of movie special effects

–Provides opportunity for individualized creativity *

–Small changes to code creates a massive effect

–Societal impact of technology on the human art of 
animation

* William H. Bares, Bill Manaris, Renée McCauley, and Christine Moore (2019) Achieving Gender Balance through Creative 
Expression. In Proceedings of the 50th ACM Technical Symposium on Computer Science Education (SIGCSE '19)



Interpolated Keyframe Animation

Image credit: https://www.cartoonbrew.com/events/forgotten-animation-technology-157774.html

Computers have replaced the work of human in-between artists.

Given a pair of start and end values for a property such as position 
or size, a computer can find the in-between value

In-between = start + fraction x (end - start) 

Example: 

Mickey’s head turns from 10 to 180 degrees.

Solve for the halfway rotation angle (drawing #3)

Halfway angle = 10 + ½ x (180 – 10) = 85 degrees

Common Core 3rd & 4th grade fractions 3.NF.A.1 and 4.NF.B.4



Perspective Projection

• Perspective projection finds the two-dimensional image for a three-dimensional scene.

• Students traced lines of projection with strands of yarn from top of two books to a toy 
helicopter.

• Yarn passes through holes of a Connect Four board (the picture frame).

• Students observed that farther book projects to a lower hole so it appears shorter.

• Students measured the legs of the triangles to discover the mathematical relation.

Connect 
Four Board



Discover Perspective Projection
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Fractions Common Core Third Grade: 3.NF.A.3.B



Hierarchical Human Characters

Human characters have a natural hierarchy of jointed body parts. 

Rotating a parent joint rotates all of its child joints.

© Unity Tutorials – Rigged character

Common Core 5th grade coordinate systems (5.G.A.1) and 8th grade transformations (8.G.A.1)



Motion Capture Human Figures

● Motion capture uses body-worn sensors to measure the angles at 
the performer’s head, arms, elbows, hands, legs, knees, and feet.

● The measured angles are applied to pose a virtual 3D character.

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=eeh8HbXcWHs

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=eeh8HbXcWHs


CS Unplugged Activity

● Build paper dolls with posable body segments

● Pose doll 

● Measure angles at each joint using a protractor

● Arrange pseudocode cards to draw rotated body parts



Materials

1. Poseable doll templates
2. Coloring supplies
3. Metal pins for joints
4. Scissors
5. Protractor 
6. Code Cards



Posing cut-out figure and measuring angles

We also explored versions of the CS Unplugged materials for younger ages than the 4th

and up grade levels for which we ran experiments. 



Coordinate Systems & Transformations

Reference: Nested transformations by Jim Blinn In 1987 IEEE Computer Graphics & Applications

+Y

+X

Single Limb segment

In this way of drawing humanoid figures, imagine 
that we move or rotate the coordinate system axes.

Then, we draw a limb segment on the left at the 
current coordinate system configuration.

The limb’s anchor point (joint) is at the origin.



Coordinate Systems & Transformations

Step 1
Rotate 45 degrees



Coordinate Systems & Transformations

Step 1
Rotate 45 degrees

Step 2
Rotate 45 degrees

Draw limb segment



Coordinate Systems & Transformations

Step 2
Rotate 45 degrees
Draw limb segment

Step 3
Rotate 45 degrees
Draw limb segment

Move 1 unit in +Y direction



Coordinate Systems & Transformations

Step 3
Rotate 45 degrees
Draw limb segment
Move 1 unit in +Y direction

Step 4
Rotate 45 degrees
Draw limb segment
Move 1 unit in +Y direction

Rotate negative 45 degrees



Coordinate Systems & Transformations
Step 4
Rotate 45 degrees
Draw limb segment
Move 1 unit in +Y direction
Rotate negative 45 degrees

Step 5
Rotate 45 degrees
Draw limb segment
Move 1 unit in +Y direction
Rotate negative 45 degrees

Draw limb segment



Save & Restore Coordinate Systems
Draw Right Arm
Save coordinate system
Rotate 45 degrees
Draw limb segment
Move 1 unit in +Y direction
Rotate negative 45 degrees
Draw limb segment
Restore coordinate system

+Y

+X

Draw Left Arm
Save coordinate system
Rotate negative 90 degrees
Draw limb segment
Move 1 unit in +Y direction
Rotate 45 degrees
Draw limb segment
Restore coordinate system

+X

+Y



Example Student Work



Basics of Coordinates and JavaScript

Peggy
cabbage

Wolf

Students used Cartesian coordinates to tell the story of Peggy the hamster seeking a cabbage.
They wrote JavaScript code to model the movements of the characters at each moment in the story. 



Particle Effect Tornadoes
// Keyframe time in seconds

time(0); 

// Which character to move.

command("Dwight");

// Move to position

move(-600,120,200);

// Rotate joint by angle

rotateJoint(“right arm”, 90);

rotateJoint(“left arm”, 90);

//similar code for other two

// characters…

// Keyframe animation for tornado spout.

// Start effect after 2 seconds.

time(2);

command(“tornado");

// Start simulation and spray spout for a duration of 10 seconds.

simulateParticles(10);

// Start position of tornado spout.

move(-500,0,0);

Students modified instructor-
provided JavaScript templates.

Small edits to number of 
particles, velocity produced 
dramatic changes.



Research Hypotheses

H1: Participants will demonstrate increased awareness of how math 
is used to create movie effects animation.

H2: Participants will demonstrate increased knowledge of the 
mathematical concept taught in each activity.

H3: Participants will find the activities to be appealing.

H4: Participants will demonstrate an increased desire for future study 
of mathematics.



Experiments

• Pilot study of N = 17 middle-school students, which included 12 
young men and 5 young women, with 5, 10, and 2, having 
respectively completed 4th, 5th, and 6th grades. Students were 
participants in a STEM camp hosted by SC Dorchester District 2.

• The larger-scale classroom study of three sections of first-year 
college students enrolled in contextualized CS 0.5 (N = 57), 
included 29 men, 24 women, 2 self-described gender, and 2 
preferred not to answer.



H1: Participants will demonstrate increased awareness of how 
math is used to create movie effects animation.

Pre- and Post-Test Survey Question: Briefly tell how a particular math concept or equation can be used to create any 
one type of animation or movie special effect.  Give the name of the math concept and a brief description of the 
animation effect. 

Condition Pre-Test
Mean

Post-Test
Mean

Mean
Change from
Pre-to-Post

Standard
Deviation

t-test
significance

College 2.1 Interpolation 0.28 0.9 +0.62 p < 0.01 +1.06
College 2.3 Hierarchical
transforms

0.63 0.9 +0.27 p < 0.1 +0.47

Responses were scored on a scale of 0 to 1, with a partial credit score of 0.5 given if they can identify an 
effect, but not the math concept, or vice versa.



H2: Participants will demonstrate increased knowledge of the 
mathematical concept taught in each activity.

Condition Max Score Pre-Test Mean Post-Test Mean t-test significance Mean Change from Pre Test
to Post Test

Summer camp 4th – 6th

Graders Keyframe
Interpolation

4.0 2.24 3.29 p < 0.01 +1.06

Summer camp 4th – 6th

Graders Particle
Simulations

4.0 1.18 1.65 p < 0.1 +0.47

Summer camp 4th – 6th

Graders Hierarchical
Transforms

2.0 0.765 1.32 p < 0.01 +0.56

Summer camp 4th – 6th

Graders Perspective
Projection

3.0 0.94 1.4 p < 0.05 +0.47

College CS 0.5 Class
Keyframe Interpolation

2.0 0.88 1.65 p < 0.01 +0.76

College CS 0.5 Class
Hierarchical Transforms

2.0 1.23 1.84 p < 0.01 +0.61

All conditions demonstrated statistically significant learning gains from pre-tests to post-tests.



Example Pre- and Post-Test Instrument



Example Pre- and Post-Test Instrument



H3: Participants will find the activities to be appealing.

The I liked this activity question is reported on a Likert scale of 5 = most liked to 1 = least liked.  

Condition Mean Std. Deviation

Summer camp 4th – 6th Graders
Keyframe Interpolation

4.41 0.69

Summer camp 4th – 6th Graders
Particle Simulations

4.24 0.88

Summer camp 4th – 6th Graders
Hierarchical Transforms

4.65 0.59

Summer camp 4th – 6th Graders
Perspective Projection

4.06 1.1

College CS 0.5 Class 
Keyframe Interpolation

4.38 0.97

College CS 0.5 Class
Hierarchical Transforms

4.65 0.70



Conclusions

• Pre- and post-test results demonstrated significant learning gains 
for all four activities.

• The post-test results found that participants could explain how 
what they learned in the activities related to how a type of 
movie effect can be made using math.  

• Results for H4 - increased desire for future study of mathematics 
were inconclusive.



Future Work

• Longer-term studies
– Intervention was too short to discern any change in interest to study 

math (H4)

• Seek more diverse populations of participants

• Develop ready-to deploy lesson plan packets for use by teachers

• Develop additional animation – mathematics curriculum modules 
in collaboration with college students



Work-in-Progress: Timeline Nodes

Effects node network

Animation Timeline

Code
Node

Code
Node

• The JavaScript code examples are built on a timeline structure that can run 
fragments of code on cue.

• Future Computer Science undergraduate students will help build an 
extensible network of mathematically-driven special effects nodes, where 
the output of one node can be directed to be the input of another node.

Musical 
Notes 
Stream

Compute 
Tempo / 
Speed

Speed of particle 
effect rainfall
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http://blogs.cofc.edu/bareswh/research/computer-science-education/sigcse-2020-math-behind-movie-special-effects/

